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                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Well, good evening again.
                 My name is Perry Franklin and I'll be
  serving as your facilitator tonight.  If you could silence
  your cell phones, I sure would appreciate it, as they
  typically go off right when somebody's making a public
  comment.
                 At this time, we would like to go ahead and
  get the meeting started and I would like to bring up
  Mr. Don Pitts, who I'm sure most of you know.  Don is a
  Natural Resource Trustee for the State of Texas and he
  will provide our opening comments.  Don.
                 MR. PITTS:  Thank y'all.  Can you hear me
  okay?  Yes.  I really appreciate opening the meeting up
  and letting you know that, on behalf all the State and
  Federal Trustees that are involved in the Deepwater
  Horizon Natural Resource Damage Assessment, I want to
  welcome you this evening and I appreciate your attention
  and your commitment to being involved in the process.
  This is something we need very much.
                 Before we get too far into the works here,
  I want to recognize a couple of elected officials here
  with us this evening.  Shawn Oubre, the City Manager of
  the City of Orange is here this evening, I believe.
  Shawn, are you here?  Thank you.  I appreciate your
  attention.  And Judge Jeff Branick with Jefferson County
  is here and wanted to come up and say a few words.  Do you
  want to do it now do you want to do it during the public
  comment period?
                 SPEAKER BRANICK:  I'll do it during the
  public comment.
                 MR. PITTS:  Great.  That's fine.  Thank
  you.
                 We've had a number of different meetings
  across the Gulf, and so people are probably wondering,
  well, why is this one different; why are we doing this
  one.  This one's a little bit different because we're now
  in a phase where we're working early restoration on a
  larger scale than we have before.
                 We have put out a couple of documents with
  a relatively small-scale restoration in the Gulf, and
  those have received great public input and review and have
  been approved in moving forward.  Now, we have moved on to
  a little bit more of a major step in terms of putting
  together -- and I've got to read this because it's an
  extremely long title for a document.  We have basically
  put together a Draft Programmatic and Phase III Early
  Restoration Plan and Draft Early Restoration Programmatic
  Environmental Impact Statement.  That is a mouthful.  All
  right.
                 But what that really means is the Trustees
  have basically sat down and put their best thoughts
  together regarding what types of projects might be
  appropriate for early restoration, what is the --
  potentially the best approach towards early restoration.
  We have also identified 44 specific projects across the
  Gulf that we're proposing to the public and wanting input
  on, and we've also -- in this document, we're evaluating
  potential environmental impacts that may be associated
  with early restoration, trying to get a read from the
  public on those four major themes that was within the
  draft, and this draft is something that's not going to be
  finalized until we hear from the public.
                 We've got a relatively -- we've got an
  extended public review period where it's really important
  to hear back from the public what their thoughts are on
  all these various paths that we have chosen to move
  forward.  At the same time, it's really important for you
  guys to understand and know that, on another channel,
  another train track, we are still pursuing the full
  Natural Resource Damage Assessment that's associated with
  the case.  This is a process that's going to take a number
  of years to play out, but it's something we're continuing
  to diligently pursue and something that we're committed to
  making sure that the public's informed and appropriate
  steps along the way as we move through that damage
  assessment process.
                 Now, the document we have, or I guess this
  meeting is not unusual.  It's being held across the Gulf.
  We've got three meetings this week in Texas.  They have
  already held meetings in Alabama and Mississippi and
  Louisiana.  Next week, they're going to Florida and doing
  the same thing.  So the Trustees as a whole, as a body,
  are taking extraordinary efforts in order to reach out to
  the public to make sure that they understand that the
  document is available and provide some overviews and some
  guidance on the document so we can get some meaningful
  feedback from the public, because it really is important
  to our process.
                 There's a number of different ways in which
  you can comment on this document.  There's a couple of
  computers set up around here where you can enter things
  directly.  You can speak this evening and we'll certainly
  enter those comments into the record.  There are some
  forms on, I believe, the table back here to the right-hand
  side, but if you care, you can take those with you to
  write comments in writing and mail those back.  There's a
  number of online and e-mail and direct mail abilities to
  comment.  So if you're -- if there's any doubt about how
  to provide comment, catch one of the people here this
  evening, because there's a way that will fit you and fit
  you well, because it is important for us to get that
  public comment back.
                 With that, Perry, I'll turn the podium back
  over to you.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Don.
                 So, as you can see, we have a court
  reporter with us this evening.  That person's job is to
  ensure that your comments are accurately captured for the
  record.  This is one of the many ways, as Don mentioned,
  that you can get your comments into the public record on
  this phase of the project.
                 We also have with us sign language
  interpreters and Spanish language interpreters.  Are there
  any individuals with us tonight in the house that are in
  need of either of these two forms of assistance?
                 (Above request is translated through
                 Spanish and sign language)
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
                 As you came in, there were a couple of
  handouts available to you, one of which was the Executive
  Summary of those two big binders back there.  If you pick
  up nothing else tonight, I invite you to pick up this
  Executive Summary, and they are also translated into two
  other languages, and so this is one document that is worth
  picking up, and you can pick that up outside and also in
  the rear.
                 As Don mentioned, there is multiple ways to
  get your comment into the public record.  You can come up
  tonight and give it verbally.  You can take one of these
  forms and you can fill it out and leave it with us, or you
  can mail it in; there is a P.O. Box on this form; you can
  go online and you can do that; you can go to the log-in
  computer here.  Just remember one thing:  February 19th is
  when the public comment period will end for this portion
  of the process.
                 So tonight's meeting has two phases, or two
  portions.  The first portion will give you an update and
  an overview of all the process that has -- and the
  progress that's been done to date.  The second and most
  important portion of tonight's meeting will be the public
  comment portion of tonight's meeting.  Everyone signed in
  on one of these blue cards when you came in.  If you did
  not sign in on one of these blue cards, we ask you to do
  so before leaving.
                 If you check the box that says:  "Yes, I
  want to make public comment," I'll have those cards with
  me and I'll call you forward in the order that those cards
  were completed.  If at any time tonight -- if you said
  "No", if at any time tonight you change your mind, just
  simply raise your hand and we'll get a card to you so that
  you can make public comment in the second portion of
  tonight's meeting, and that's the reason that we're here,
  is to hear from you.
                 So let's go ahead and get started without
  further ado.  I would like to introduce Ms. Debora
  McClain.  She is the Department of the Interior's Deputy
  Case Manager for the Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource
  Damage Assessment.  Debora has many years of experience
  working on NRDAs, including the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill.
  Ms. McClain.
                 MS. McCLAIN:  I'm sorry.  I just need to
  get set up first.  Thank you, Perry.  Good evening
  everybody.  Thank you for joining us this evening.
                 We'll be going over a lot of information
  this evening.  First, I'll give you an overview of the
  Natural Resource Damage Assessment, commonly referred to
  as NRDA.  We'll also give you some background on early
  restoration, but we'll spend most of our time tonight on
  what's contained in the Draft Early Restoration document
  that Don told you about earlier, which was released to the
  public on December 6th.
                 I'll provide some information about the
  draft components of the document, which is the Draft
  Programmatic Early Restoration Plan, the Draft Early
  Restoration Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement,
  and the Draft Phase III Early Restoration Plan Proposed
  Projects.  As Don said, that's a mouthful.
                 When we get to the part of the presentation
  which discusses the projects that are -- the proposed
  projects that are sponsored by the Texas State Trustees,
  Don Pitts will be discussing that.  After my part of the
  presentation, I'll turn it back over to Perry, who will
  facilitate the public comment portion of this evening's
  meeting.
                 The Oil Pollution Act of 1990, which was
  adopted after the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, includes this
  objective for the NRDA:  To make the environment and
  public whole for injuries to natural resources and
  services resulting from an incident involving a discharge
  or substantial threat of discharge of oil.  That's why
  we're here tonight, because from the time of the Deepwater
  Horizon Oil Spill, we've been working to make both the
  public and the environment whole.  So let me tell you who
  we are and give you some additional information about
  NRDA.
                 So who are the Trustees?  The Trustees are
  the public entities responsible for determining injury and
  restoration needed to achieve the NRDA objective of making
  the public and the environment whole.
                 The Trustees for this case are the states
  of Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas and
  the four Federal entities, the Department of the Interior,
  the Department of Commerce, represented by the National
  Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S.
  Department of Agriculture and the Environmental Protection
  Agency.  The Trustees rely on science to determine both
  injury and the necessary restoration actions required to
  make the public and the environment whole.
                 So how do we do this?  First, we determine
  the kinds of injuries caused and the amount of injury that
  occurred to natural resources and their services.  So what
  do we mean by "natural resources"?  We mean wetlands,
  marshes, beaches, wildlife, water quality, oyster beds,
  nearshore reefs and many more.
                 What do we mean by "natural resource
  services"?  Natural resource services include the
  ecological and -- the ecological and recreational services
  that natural resources provide.  Examples of ecological
  services include wildlife habitat provided by coastal
  marshes, fish nurseries provided by coastal wetlands, fish
  habitat provided by reefs and erosion reduction provided
  by coastal vegetation.  Recreational use services include
  such things as beach-going and recreation provided by
  clean beaches, canoeing and kayaking provided by rivers
  and estuaries.  The entire cost of the NRDA process,
  injury assessment and restoration, is borne by BP and
  other responsible parties.
                 There are three basic stages of a NRDA.  We
  have the pre-assessment, injury assessment and restoration
  planning, and then restoration implementation.  From the
  day the oil started to flow, the Trustees were out in
  force, capturing data as part of our pre-assessment phase.
  We are concurrently in the injury assessment and
  restoration planning and restoration implementation.
  Normally, an injury assessment is followed by a claim and
  a settlement.  We then complete restoration planning
  before moving in to restoration implementation.
                 Although we're here talking tonight about
  early restoration, I want to assure you the Trustees are
  still conducting injury assessment.  We have a unique
  opportunity due to the April 2011 agreement where BP
  agreed to provide up to a billion dollars for early
  restoration before our assessment and restoration planning
  were complete.
                 Early restoration is unique.  Although it
  allows us to start restoration prior to completing our
  injury assessment, it also presents certain challenges.
  The Trustees are developing a potential litigation case.
  So we must balance the need to inform you, the public,
  along with the need to continue to develop a potential
  litigation case.
                 As many of you probably already know, the
  billion dollars will be split equitably between the five
  Gulf States, NOAA and DOI, with the remaining 300 million
  set aside for state-sponsored projects to be selected by
  DOI and NOAA.  It's also extremely important to know that
  BP did not give the Trustees a lump sum.  Rather, the
  funds are made available as the projects are approved.
                 This graphical representation, which is
  included in the draft plan, shows how the selection
  process works.  The Trustees have been soliciting project
  ideas, which are then screened.  In order for the projects
  to move forward, they must meet certain criteria that are
  contained in the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 and the Early
  Restoration Framework Agreement.  Projects that make it
  through the screening process must then be negotiated with
  BP, as required in the Framework Agreement.
                 We negotiate with BP on two major points.
  The first one, how much the proposal will cost, and then
  also on what benefits those projects provide.
  Additionally, the negotiations with BP include how the
  projects and the benefits they provide fit into the final
  claim.  Ultimately, though, the Trustees are in -- we do
  guide the process.  After negotiations with BP, the
  Trustees must decide whether to include the projects in an
  early draft -- in a Draft Early Restoration Plan.  The
  Trustees then draft the plan on the proposed projects,
  which includes an analysis of environmental impacts.  This
  is what we commonly call the NEPA Analysis.  The draft
  plan is then released to the public, followed by a public
  comment period.  That's why we're here today.
                 After considering all public comments and
  making any necessary changes to the document, the Draft
  Programmatic Plan, with the PEIS, will be finalized with
  the Phase III plan integrated within.  A Record of
  Decision, which is commonly referred to as a ROD, is
  issued and published after the document is finalized.  The
  ROD will identify the programmatic alternatives and the
  Phase III projects which have been selected.  As required
  by the Framework Agreement, project stipulations must then
  be agreed to by both the Trustees and BP and then filed
  with the court.  Once all of that's done, project
  implementation can begin.
                 To date, the Trustees have used the early
  restoration funds for a total of ten projects through two
  early restoration plans.  Phase I included eight projects
  in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana and Mississippi.  While
  some of these projects have been complete, other projects
  are in various stages of implementation and monitoring.
                 The combined cost of the Phase I projects
  was $62 million.  Phase II included two projects, one for
  nesting habitat on beach for beach-nesting birds, and the
  other project reduces artificial lighting impacts on
  nesting habitat for sea turtles.  Both of these projects
  are currently underway and the combined total of those
  projects was $9 million.  So with Phase I and Phase II
  projects underway, the Trustees wanted to continue the
  early restoration momentum.  On May 6th, 2013, the
  Trustees published a Notice of Intent to consider 28
  future early restoration projects.
                 On June 4th of 2013, the Trustees published
  a Notice of Intent to prepare a Programmatic Environmental
  Impact Statement for a Phase III Early Restoration Plan
  and early restoration project types and to conduct scoping
  meetings.  The purpose of this PEIS for early restoration
  is to frame and help inform early restoration actions.
                 During the scoping, we received over 4,000
  comments.  People commented on the types of projects we
  were considering, whether they met the NRDA criteria.
  They commented on potential impacts of some of the
  projects, the need for more blue water projects, the need
  for more monitoring, restoration of shallow water
  environments where people earn their living from oysters,
  crabs, shrimp, and we received many more comments.
                 The document that we published on December
  6th, 2013 includes a Programmatic Early Restoration, PEIS,
  and more, as listed on the left side of this slide.  The
  drafters of the document had two objectives.  The first
  one was to describe the programmatic approach proposed by
  the Trustees for addressing early restoration, and the
  second was to analyze a set of specific early restoration
  projects proposed by the Trustees that are consistent with
  the programmatic alternatives.
                 The programmatic approach is described in
  the draft document.  By "programmatic", we mean that the
  document conceptualizes projects and analyzes potential
  environmental effects across many potential early
  restoration project types.  Those types include creating
  or improving wetlands, restoring barrier islands and
  beaches, restoring and protecting bird, fish, turtle and
  other wildlife habitat, enhancing recreational experiences
  and many others.
                 In the Draft Programmatic Early Restoration
  Plan, there are 12 early restoration project types and
  four alternatives, which I'll explain in a few minutes.
  The PEIS evaluates the direct, indirect and cumulative
  effects of potential early restoration project types.
  "Cumulative effects" means the combined effects of all of
  those actions.  The PEIS will inform the Trustees on
  planning future early restoration plans.
                 Finally, the document evaluates projects
  that the Trustees propose in the Phase III Draft Early
  Restoration Plan, which is integrated into the document.
  This was done to take advantage of the NEPA efficiencies
  by analyzing them in the same document and, hopefully, to
  get those projects implemented as quickly as possible.
                 A partial list of those projects was
  announced in the Federal Register on May 6th, 2013.  The
  Trustees indicated that we would consider additional
  projects if we could negotiate agreement with BP early
  enough in the document preparation process.  This added
  another 16 projects, for a total of 44 projects.  The
  draft document also includes site-specific environmental
  reviews for the proposed projects.
                 The Trustees identified these 12
  programmatic early restoration types.  They are listed on
  the slides.  The project types are divided into two
  categories.  Those categories are contribute to restoring
  habitat and living coastal and marine resources and
  contribute to providing and enhancing recreational
  opportunities.
                 Based on the identification of those
  project types, the Trustees developed four proposed
  restoration alternatives.  Alternative No. 1 is no action.
  We are required by law to include an alternative that
  describes what would happen if we took no action at all
  and waited until after the NRDA claim was settled before
  we implemented any restoration projects.  The no-action
  alternative is also used as a benchmark for comparison of
  all the other alternatives.
                 Alternative No. 2 is one that would include
  only project types that contribute to restoring habitat
  and living coastal and marine resources.
                 Alternative No. 3 is one that would only
  include project types that contribute to providing and
  enhancing recreational opportunities.
                 The final alternative, Alternative No. 4,
  includes project types that contribute both restoring
  habitat and living coastal and marine resources and
  contributing to providing and enhancing recreational
  opportunities.  So it's a combination of Alternative 2 and
  3, which is the Trustees' preferred alternative.
                 The Trustees are proposing a set of
  Phase III early restoration projects totaling
  approximately $627 million in project costs that also
  includes contingencies.  As you can see on the screen, the
  ecological projects total approximately 396.9 million,
  which is 63 percent of that total, and recreational
  projects total approximately 230 million, which is 37
  percent of the total.
                 The specific project information and the
  environmental analysis for those proposed projects is in
  the draft documents.  It's included in Chapters 8 through
  12.  I'll turn it over to Mr. Don Pitts, who will talk
  about the Texas-sponsored projects.
                 MR. PITTS:  Thanks, Debora.
                 On behalf of my other cotrustees here in
  Texas with the General Land Office and the Texas
  Commission on Environmental Quality, I want to take a
  little bit of time today and kind of step through the
  recreational use projects that we're proposing for as part
  of this draft document.
                 There's a total of five projects that total
  almost $20 million, two of which are state park projects,
  Galveston Island State Park and Sea Rim State Park on the
  upper Texas coast, and they are proposing three artificial
  reef projects to add to our inventory of artificial
  offshore reefs.  Now, you may notice that, actually,
  there's four reefs listed on the graph.  I'll get to it a
  little bit later, the circumstances under which the Corpus
  Christi artificial reef would actually come into play.
                 Now, the northernmost project we're
  proposing is some modifications, some enhancements to the
  Sea Rim State Park property itself.  Those of y'all in the
  local area know that this area was -- was impacted
  relatively heavily by Hurricane Rita in 2005 and Hurricane
  Ike, again, in 2008.  So, as a result of that impact, the
  park itself went through a redevelopment design type
  process that included a lot of the public in determining
  what types of features would be most appropriate for this
  facility on a park, and what the Trustees have identified
  are four relatively modest components of that to help
  contribute to that redevelopment project.
                 What you see is a couple, two different
  viewing platforms, one on Fence Lake, which will be kind
  of a unique facility.  It would be actually an elevated
  platform that's attached to a floating dock that can be
  accessed by kayak or shallow vessel, shallow boat.  The
  other platform is done in Willow Pond, where a boardwalk
  that leads to the main road will allow folks to walk out
  and look at the coastal environment and the marsh habitat
  that's there immediately adjacent to that platform.
                 In addition there, closer to the beach,
  there is a fish-cleaning station there that's going to be
  built adjacent to the main road.  So it's easy access to
  Gulf fisheries as well as folks that are fishing the
  backside.  And, last but not at least, there is a cover
  station that's planned near the boat ramp to provide
  resting facilities on the backside, or the Bay side of the
  park itself.
                 Galveston Island State Park, it too
  suffered an awful lot of damage during Hurricane Ike.  A
  lot of facilities were injured or either impacted or
  completely demolished altogether, and it too went through
  an extensive redevelopment and master-planning process
  that involved the public.
                 The blue outline is kind of the new
  configuration of what's being planned.  The Natural
  Resource Trustees, although they're contributing almost
  $11 million to this project, that's not the entire amount
  that's required to actually implement the Bay side portion
  of this project.  There is a significant chunk that's
  coming from additional funding for -- especially the
  paving of the roads and camping loops and the parking
  area; that would all be done by other funding.
                 One of the features we're talking about
  adding are some elevated tent platforms, another unique
  feature as far as Texas State Park.  That's what you see
  kind of pictured over there on the left-hand side.
                 As a result of that public input, one of
  the features that is being added to the park is an
  equestrian facility on the far eastern or western edge of
  the park.  The moneys from the Natural Resource Trustees
  proposed early restoration also is going to contribute
  toward providing multiple beach access points, boardwalks
  that allow the public to get out to the beach without
  damaging the fragile dune habitat, as well as, as I
  mentioned before, the tent campsites that are elevated, a
  couple of different camping loops where you'll see a
  typical multiuse camping site with the normal hookups for
  electricity and water that the public appreciates and
  enjoys as well as shade shelters or picnic shelters and
  grills and things like that; all this, once again, on the
  beach front side of the facility.
                 Now, on the artificial reef side of the
  projects, we are proposing three reefs, as I indicated
  before, to supplement our already existing field of
  artificial reefs that are primarily further offshore.
  What we're proposing are two nearer-shore reefs in
  Matagorda and Freeport, as well as the ship reef.
                 Now, the ship reef is one that has got an
  awful lot of attention, an awful lot of support from the
  public, especially the diving public.  Off of this map to
  the right-hand side is the Flower Gardens, which is an
  extremely popular diving facility and diving location, and
  this could serve as a very nice wait port or a stopoff on
  the way back from those.  It will also serve recreational
  fishing, but it will be more further offshore, out in
  clear, cleaner water.  It's about 67 miles offshore, is
  where that's proposed to be.
                 The Matagorda artificial reef is a site
  that's about 160 acres in size.  That's about the same
  size as the golf course out on Pleasure Island.  It's
  already been permitted for artificial reef placement.
  It's about ten miles offshore the coast, and what's
  planned there is about 12,000 -- it should be 16,000 of
  these predesigned concrete structures that would be
  lowered slowly to the floor over that 160-acre site in
  order to basically enhance refish colonization and promote
  additional recreational fishing opportunities.
                 At the Freeport site, there is already some
  existing material within the 160-acre permitted site.
  There is a Liberty Ship in the center of it surrounded by
  some concrete culverts and other debris that provide
  habitat niches for fish to get to that fishermen enjoy
  fishing.  Here, we're talking about adding 800 to 950 of
  these pyramid structures in the areas surrounding the
  already existing structures of the artificial reef.  Once
  again, just enhancing the overall size of the reef site to
  help promote additional recreational fishing.
                 The ship reef, as I mentioned before, meant
  to be 67 miles offshore, it provides a few -- and if you
  notice, the cost of this is $1.7 million, is what we're
  talking about for early restoration funding.  It's a
  little bit lower than you see for the other reef projects
  that are -- probably seem a little bit smaller in scope.
  This project is one that has received such public support
  that our artificial reef program is committing
  $2.4 million in order to make this happen.
                 Once again, it is designed especially for
  diving.  It will serve a recreational fishing benefit as
  well, but out in offshore, clear waters, this is one of
  diving's -- diving is something that's going to really be
  a primary attraction for this particular site.
                 This is one that -- let me go back to that
  again.  It's a little more complicated project, and that's
  why we kind of have an alternative for it, that being the
  Corpus Christi artificial reef.  We're not sure we can
  find a ship that we want and get it cleaned and
  strategically be able to actually make that happen just
  from a logistical perspective or technicality perspective.
                 We've got -- as an agency, we've got
  experience in the past of reefing large ships and it's a
  very, very complicated process.  Getting the EPA approvals
  to make sure the ship is clean and get all the State and
  Federal approvals to do that is not an easy task.  It's
  one that, like I said, our public has responded extremely
  positive to and from our -- a diving community would very,
  very much like a ship that has a unique visual structure
  to it that they can dive on.  It's something they desire
  an awful lot.  So that's why we're trying to put that
  forward as an option, but at the same time, we wanted to
  make sure and have a backup plan just in case we're not
  able to find a ship that will work for us.
                 And so what we're doing is proposing as an
  alternate to the ship, is enhancing the reef structure off
  of Corpus Christi.  This is one where about a quarter of
  the site was completed this past fall, where they went in
  and put in some culverts as well as some pyramids, like we
  were proposing before.  Our intent is to really just use
  that same amount of money, the $1.8 million, to basically
  complete the site out so that the 160-acre site would be
  complete as a restoration or as an artificial reef
  project.
                 So what you see here is five projects in
  Texas, all of which are focused on recreational use.  If
  they're -- they're approved, ultimately, they will provide
  an awful lot of opportunity for beach creation, camping,
  beach walking, fishing and potentially diving if the ship
  can move forward.
                 That's not to say that we're not -- that
  Texas has forgotten completely the ecological end of
  things.  We are continuing to push and develop projects
  that affect -- that will enhance the ecological resources
  that were impacted as a result of the spill, but these are
  five projects that we're ready to move forward with right
  now and have reached agreement on.
                 And, with that, Debora, I think I'll hand
  it back over to you.  Those are the five Texas projects.
                 MS. McCLAIN:  Thank you, Don.
                 Okay.  So what's next?  As Perry said
  earlier, the public comment period for the Phase III Draft
  Early Restoration Plan and the Draft Programmatic Plan and
  PEIS has been extended to February 19th, 2014.  The
  Trustees will review and consider all comments received,
  will then finalize the plan and issue our Record of
  Decision.  The project stipulations will then be
  negotiated and filed with the court.  The Final
  Programmatic Early Restoration Plan and PEIS will be
  released with the Phase III Early Restoration Plan
  integrated within.
                 This document will also include a summary
  of the Trustees' responses and consideration of all public
  comments.  The Trustees will move as quickly as we can to
  finalize the draft document.  Once complete, the document
  will be posted on the Trustees' website and will be
  available in local libraries.
                 So, again, you can comment here tonight,
  either verbally, in writing, in the back of the room on
  the computer; you can mail your comments to this address;
  you can go on to this website, which will take you to the
  public portal for public comments.  Whatever route you
  choose, please do so by February 19th.  Mark that date
  down.
                 I'd like to thank you-all very much for
  your attendance this evening.  We appreciate you taking
  time out of your busy schedule to come speak with us this
  evening.  I'll turn it back over to Perry now.  Thank you
  very much.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Debora.
                 At this time, I'd like to introduce members
  of our listening table, who are both Federal and State
  Trustees or Trustee Representatives.  First, we have
  Mr. Don Pitts, who you have already heard from, the
  Natural Resource Trustee for Texas.  Next is Ms. Debora
  McClain, who you have already heard from, NRDA Trustee
  Representative, Department of the Interior Deputy Case
  Manager.  From the Environmental Protection Agency, the
  Trustee Representative Doug Jacobson, and from the U.S.
  Department of Agriculture, Mr. Robert Ziehr, Trustee
  Representative, NRCS Plant Materials Manager, and from
  NOAA, we have Jamie Schubert, NOAA Fisheries Restoration
  Center.
                 I would like to remind you that, if you
  would like to make a comment during this portion, all you
  simply have to do is just let us know via your blue card.
  Now, are there any individuals who would like to make
  public comment who did not check the "Yes" box early on
  tonight?  Are there any individuals with us at this time
  who need sign language interpretive assistance?
                 (Above request is translated through
                 Spanish and sign language)
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.
                 Typically, I invoke a three-minute rule on
  speakers.  We do not have that many speakers tonight, so
  we won't be as anxious to ask you to take your seat.  If
  you have more than three minutes of content, if you would
  allow us to get through all of the speakers initially and
  then I'll call you back up and we'll give you a fresh
  three minutes, just out of respect for those who have not
  had a chance to speak -- we would like to give everyone
  three minutes -- and then just give me an indication that
  you would like to come back up and we'll allow each
  individual to have a fresh three minutes as well.
                 So, maybe there will be a monitor that will
  go from green, yellow to red.  If not, we have a handy
  backup.
                 Okay.  Let's go ahead and begin.  The first
  individual will be Jefferson County Judge, Mr. Jeff
  Branick.  If you could just say your name and title for
  the record and if you'll present your comments to the
  listening table.
                 SPEAKER BRANICK:  At which table?  The
  microphone?
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Yeah, if you will just go to
  that microphone right there.  All right.
                 SPEAKER BRANICK:  I can tell you I'm going
  to have more than three minutes to comment; but probably,
  hopefully, not more than six.
                 Jeff Branick, Jefferson County Judge,
  B-R-A-N-I-C-K.  Thank you so much for coming to Jefferson
  County and welcome.  We're pleased to have you here, and
  thank you for all the hard work that you've done in
  working on this restoration process.  We appreciate it.
                 I am in agreement with the alternatives
  that the Trustees have selected and I would also like to
  congratulate you on the selections that have been made for
  the State of Texas thus far.  We believe that -- I know
  that you've still got a lot of work to do, and so we want
  to make some comments that relate to suggestions on how
  you can go as you proceed, or I would hope you'll look at.
                 I am extremely proud to be the Jefferson
  County Judge because we're a vitally important provider
  for the nation's energy needs.  We provide about 11
  percent of the nation's gasoline and about 25 percent of
  the nation's diesel fuel, 50 percent of the commercial
  aviation fuel, 70 percent of the military aviation fuel.
  We've got about 50 percent of the nation's strategic
  petroleum reserves on our waterway.  We have about 45
  percent of the nation's LNG capacity here on our waterway,
  and I think, with the kind of drying up of the Brazos
  River, that our three rivers here in Southeast Texas and
  Jefferson and Chambers County provide about 70 percent of
  the freshwater inflows into the Gulf of Mexico.
                 But I'm proud not just because of our
  energy here in Texas, but because our petroleum plants
  also provide the constituent ingredients for everything
  from Tide Detergent to baby diapers to garbage bags and
  all kinds of consumer products packaging.
                 I'm proud of it because we've got the
  largest contiguous marsh in Texas and it is a true jewel.
  It's important ecologically because it's a nursery for
  fish and crabs and shrimp.  It's an area where we have
  many water fowl.  It's important economically because that
  marsh protects billions and billions of dollars of
  industrial infrastructure and citizens' residents from
  destruction during the type of storm surges we see -- saw
  in Hurricane Ike.  But it's also important recreationally
  because people fish and hunt and bird watch in that area,
  and I have done that there all my life, even owned a duck
  camp down there immediately adjacent to the Sea Rim Park
  for several years.
                 It is an area that has been hit by kind of
  a trinity of unfortunate events over the last 80 years.
  First -- and this is the 66,000 acres of marshland that
  lies south of the Gulf intercoastal waterway which,
  incidentally, this stretch in Jefferson County is the
  busiest part of the Gulf intercoastal waterway in the
  United States.
                 That area, in the '30s, when the
  intercoastal waterways were dug, interestingly enough, the
  Corps of Engineers recognized at that time that the
  digging of the waterway was going to cut off the natural
  flow of fresh water across that marsh from the higher
  elevations to the north, and they recommended in the '30s
  that siphons be placed under the waterway to continue the
  freshwater influx.  However, they didn't pay for it at
  that time but suggested that future operations and
  maintenance budgets do that.  Well, over the course of the
  last 80 years, that's not yet been accomplished.
                 The second thing that happened was, in
  1977, the Texas Parks and Wildlife built a fish pass into
  the Keith Lake lake system last year, and erosion has
  caused that to grow significantly so that our parts per
  thousand of salt in the system has grown exponentially and
  it's had a devastating effect on the marsh grasses down
  there.
                 Then, in 2008, Hurricane Ike hit.  A
  significant storm surge completely wiped out what was
  already a fragile beach dune system.  Our roads had been
  destroyed previously in other storms that connected Sabine
  Pass with High Island and Galveston, and so it's been
  under a continual assault.
                 Fortunately, we have been doing the studies
  for several years with cooperation between NOAA, the Corps
  of Engineers, GLO, the Texas Parks and Wildlife, the U.S.
  Fish and Wildlife, so that we're really ready to go on
  fixes to these problems.  We've got a lot of permitting
  done.  As a matter of fact, thanks to GLO and Texas Parks
  and Wildlife, we're starting on our Keith Lake Baffle
  Project to reduce the salinity levels in that system.
                 The county has put up close to a million
  dollars.  The Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation is going
  to contribute one and a quarter million.  Keppra Funding
  is going to contribute 1.89 million and we have had some
  corporate partners who have come in and offered to pay the
  rest for about a 6 million-dollar project.  So we're
  getting going on that.  We're committed to this, but we're
  hopeful that, as we move forward, that this beach dune
  system and roadway system can be reestablished through
  funding from the BP Oil Field Restoration Fund.  As I look
  at what the plan says and what it's attempting to
  accomplish, I can't see one of those things that our
  projects don't meet.  So I certainly hope that you'll keep
  those things in mind in future planning.  Thank you so
  much for being here.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Judge.  The next
  individual is Mr. John A. Whittle, Golden Triangle
  Audubon.
                 SPEAKER WHITTLE:  Thank you.
                 I'm John Whittle, Sanctuary of the Golden
  Triangle Audubon Society.  I would like to express our
  complete support for the Sea Rim proposal to put the
  wildlife viewing platform back at the Willow Pond at Sea
  Rim.  We sorely miss that.  It needs probably more than
  just a viewing platform.  It probably also needs some
  consideration of the hydrology.
                 It was sort of a unique freshwater pond
  just behind the beach, just behind the beach ridge, and
  they were all a nice growth of willows with a boardwalk
  provided by the birding trail that was internationally
  known, and the Sabine Woods, which is about six miles
  east, attracts well over a thousand international visitors
  each spring and the willows was an additional place for
  them to go, and that's not there anymore.  A little bit of
  attention to the hydrology, building back some dunes,
  replenishing the boardwalk, will make this back to being
  an internationally attractive birding destination
                 On a more general note, I would point out
  that we have run three bird surveys in the area, one
  each -- one spring, one fall, and one a Christmas count,
  and we have noticed over the last few years that the
  number of beach birds practically has been low.  Birds, as
  you-all know, are particularly mobile and we do not know
  and cannot disassociate all the different effects that --
  the Judge has already referred to the hurricanes and, of
  course, that's had an effect, too, and it takes a long,
  long time for bird surveys to show statistically
  significant trends, but I will just throw out anecdotally
  that we have seen very much reduced numbers of birds along
  the beaches.  I thank you for listening to me.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Mr. Whittle.
                 Next is Mr. Shawn Oubre, City Manager,
  City of Orange.
                 SPEAKER OUBRE:  Thank you.
                 I also want to welcome you to Southeast
  Texas.  My name is Shawn Oubre, O-U-B-R-E.  I am the City
  Manager of Orange, but I also speak on behalf of many of
  the government entities there in Orange County and I also
  want to thank you for presenting a forum for us to make
  these public comments.
                 The cities and counties of this region work
  collaboratively on many projects to improve the quality of
  life and the environment in our community.  This has been
  a continual goal of the city leaders and the elected
  officials as recently what we have experienced in the
  recovery of Hurricanes Rita and Ike.
                 Orange County has formed kind of a
  consortium to address the environmental issues that we're
  having.  One of the things that we're having is we are
  exceeding our total daily maximum load limit in our
  existing waterways.  This developed a study that will be
  all paid for using local funds in 2009, and what this
  study has suggested is that there's many direct benefits
  for us in our community as well as the region.
                 To address this, the county stakeholders
  commissioned this study to evaluate the feasibility and
  timeliness of implementing a regional wastewater system.
  What this study did is indicated these types of benefits
  immediately for the area.  The economy of scale,
  consolidating permitting, and operating smaller standalone
  existing sewer operations.  A regional system will provide
  an area wide vehicle by which we are able to address
  on-site systems that are currently failing or will be
  failing in the very near future.
                 The regional system will assist in meeting
  the total maximum daily load goals that we're currently
  facing to remove these existing issues into our current
  waste loads.  The group appreciates your recent decision
  on Sea Rim Park and the development there in Galveston,
  the City of Galveston or Galveston County.  The group
  looks forward to submitting its application for
  consideration, which will also include smaller projects
  that will benefit the region as well as specific issues
  unique to our individual and local government entities in
  Orange County.  Thank you.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  The next
  individual, Mr. Bill Worsham.
                 SPEAKER WORSHAM:  There were at least two
  of us here, but I'm the younger of the two.
                 My name is Bill Worsham.  I'm the Coastal
  Engineer with LJA Engineering.  I'm here speaking on my
  own behalf, but I wanted to mention in this forum that I
  grew up in Jefferson County and grew up going to this
  beach, McFaddin Beach in Jefferson County, and I have
  worked for a number of years with several of you and
  several others in this room trying to deal with the
  restoration and preservation of the Jefferson County,
  because, as Judge Branick mentioned, it's time to get
  serious about the hundred square miles that represents the
  coastal natural resource between the intercoastal waterway
  and the Gulf of Mexico here in Jefferson County.
                 The Salt Bayou Habitat Restoration Plan
  that many of you participated in putting together is
  complete.  It is the plan that represents the -- the
  preservation of our heritage and our future here in
  coastal Jefferson County.  It's a serious achievable
  approach to getting this job done.
                 As Judge Branick mentioned, the project
  hits every -- every bullet item on your list, the positive
  benefits that you are looking for for this program  It's
  serious; it's achievable; it's time to act on this
  project.  So, please, by all means, let's take action now.
  Thank you.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Mr. Worsham.
                 The next individual, Mr. Ronald Moon,
  Saltwater Management and Restocking Team.
                 SPEAKER MOON:  I'm mostly interested in the
  fish and the shrimp and the crab situation.
                 On Pleasure Island, there is a 1200-acre
  disposal site that I have been monitoring for 37 years.
  We added a shrimp farm in there from 1977 to '82 with a
  grant from Texas A&M Lamar University.  It works.  The
  marine life that migrates in and out of this disposal site
  is unbelievable.  Everything that's in the bay system goes
  in there, eyeballs and tails, and comes out mature enough
  to survive.
                 Now, our marshes are slowly being destroyed
  in our area down here because of a lot of dredging.  We
  need to have some management set up, some marine
  biologists from the National Marine Fisheries or somebody,
  to come in and take a look at this disposal site and take
  it as an example to possibly build more of these sites,
  smaller ones or bigger ones, to manage our marine life.
                 You could have it where it will be
  protected from any more oil spills by building a levy
  around it like is on Pleasure Island.  It's really
  unbelievable what goes on in that site.  I have tried to
  get marine biologists down here before from just about
  every agency.  I may have even talked to some of y'all on
  the phone before because I have called them all, and if we
  could just get somebody to take a serious look at it, we
  can help really save a lot of marine life in this area.
  That's all I've got to say.  Thank you.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Mr. Moon.
                 Will the other Bill Worsham come forward?
                 SPEAKER BILL WORSHAM:  I thank y'all for
  being here.  I'm the other "Bill" that has lived in this
  area for all my life and have fished and recreated out on
  Busby Lake for that whole period of time.
                 I would like to speak to a couple of
  obvious issues.  One is that Mother Nature and disasters
  do not stop at the Texas/Louisiana border, and I think
  it's very important, as the Federal people all know, is to
  consider the marshland between New Orleans or Grand Isle,
  Louisiana, all the way to Brazosport as one entity.  And
  what I see in the projects and the amount of money that's
  being spent is $340,000 in Louisiana to that issue and
  210,000 to the city -- $340 million in Louisiana as
  compared for the same type of projects of $210,000 in
  Texas.
                 Now, I'm a member of the -- and have been a
  member of the Visitors Bureau here in Port Arthur for a
  very long time and we're very familiar with the impact
  with ecotourism, which is second only, I believe, to the
  petrochemical industry and the income from that.
                 In addition, the Orange County Visitors
  Bureau for the -- for the State of Texas is the largest,
  has the most population or the most visitors coming down
  Interstate 10 in to Texas of any other visitors center in
  Texas, and that's big.  So we have a tremendous
  opportunity here to improve our area, our marshlands, our
  Sea Rim Park, and those areas, and I think that
  opportunity comes with the highway, Highway 80 -- 82 -- 87
  project and connection between Galveston and Sabine Pass.
  I thank you very much for allowing us the opportunity to
  speak.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Mr. Worsham.
                 Are there any individuals who did not elect
  to make public comment who would like to do so at this
  time?  Just simply raise your hand and we'll get a blue
  card to you and we'll call you on up.  Any individuals who
  have not elected, to this point, who would now like to do
  so?  Just simply raise your hand and we'll call you
  forward.
                 (No response from the floor)
                 Okay.  As mentioned earlier, I'll go back
  through this stack, now that everyone has had sort of an
  initial three minutes.  Judge, if you would like to come
  back up and complete any of your thoughts or ideas, we'll
  go ahead and give you a fresh three minutes.
                 SPEAKER BRANICK:  Very briefly, I think I
  have covered most everything, but I just did want to
  mention that the -- I mentioned our industrial heritage in
  my earlier comments, but just unlike most industrial areas
  in the United States, Jefferson County is, for EPA
  attainment purposes, is an attainment area for air
  quality, and we have worked hard with industry and local
  governments to come up with systems and monitoring that
  would allow us to attain this status.
                 We're extremely serious about the
  environment here, which is why we're serious about these
  projects.  Not only will the restoration of the beach dune
  system protect our marshes from saltwater intrusion from
  the south, but it will also -- the highway would provide
  means of ingress and egress in the event of natural
  disasters or emergencies for the people of Sabine Pass and
  would, as Mr. Worsham said, open up gateways from
  Galveston/High Island area for tourism, because we have
  two bird-watching areas, one in High Island and one in
  nature conservancy in Sabine Pass that, when the roadway's
  connected, would have been about a 12-mile trip between
  the two.  But because of destruction of the roadway by
  storm, it's now about an 80- or 90-mile trip between the
  two to get back around.
                 So that's the sum of my comments.  Thank
  you again for being here with us tonight.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.
                 Mr. Whittle, would you like to make any
  additional comment?
                 SPEAKER WHITTLE:  No.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Mr. Moon?
                 SPEAKER MOON:  No.  Thank you.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Mr. Worsham?
                 SPEAKER WORSHAM:  No.  Thank you.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Mr. Moon?
                 SPEAKER MOON:  Thank you.  No, sir.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Mr. Worsham?
                 SPEAKER WORSHAM:  No, sir.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Are there any others who
  would like to make public comment at this time?
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Please remember the February
  19th date.  That's a very important date.  We would like
  for that word to get throughout the Gulf Coast, and so we
  have materials that you can pick up on your way out that
  we would love for you to share with friends, neighbors and
  colleagues.  There is a website on that information.
                 For those who could not make it tonight,
  please spread that website URL so that individuals can
  participate in this important process.  Please pick up
  those handouts on the way out.  We printed those for you,
  and so please take some of those and help us to distribute
  them.
                 We have a special guest with us tonight,
  Mr. Kevin Chapman, who is with us.  He is from the
  Department of the Interior and he is an archeologist.  His
  role is to gather information from you local residents
  about cultural and historic resource sites.  So, please,
  if you have those types of sites in mind or want to share
  information, please share them with Mr. Chapman.
                 Again, we thank you for your time and, to
  close, I would like to bring Mr. Pitts forward.
                 MR. PITTS:  I just want to say thanks again
  for your time, folks.  I know time is precious and your
  input, though, is very, very valuable to us.  We've got a
  couple of folks here that are associated with the state
  parks and are well-versed on the projects that have been
  going on there, as well as the artificial reef program.
  So if you have questions as you leave this evening, there
  is more than an opportunity to get those questions
  answered.
                 More than anything else, I want to courage
  you to make sure and provide comment, positive and
  negative, on what you think about the projects overall,
  what the overall approach is, what you think about the
  specific projects for Texas as well.  We want to hear that
  because it's important for us to make sure that what we
  implement is something that does have a good public
  support.  Thank you.  Appreciate it very much.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  I thank y'all.  This meeting
  is adjourned.
                 (Public Hearing concluded at 07:34:06 p.m.)
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